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Introduction.
An additive mapping a—>a' of an associative ring R
into an associative ring R' is a Jordan homomorphism as defined by
Jacobson and Rickart [2] in case
(I)

(a2)' = (a')2,

(II)

(ab-a)' = a'b'a'

for every a, bER. R. L. San Soucie [4] calls a nonassociative
ringi?
strongly right alternative in case its right multiplications
a':x—>xa
satisfy (I) and (II). (Every right alternative
ring in which 2a = 0
implies a = 0 is strongly right alternative
just as (I) implies (II) under the same assumption in the associative case.) In a recent paper
[5] we developed some identities for Jordan homomorphisms
in the
associative case which were extensions of those previously given. (See,
especially, I. N. Herstein
[l].) It turns out that the nonassociative
analogues of these identities are useful in reducing strongly right
alternative
rings to alternative
rings. To do this one invokes the
property

(Po) If x, y, zER and (x, y, z)2 = 0, then (x, y, z) =0 provided x has
one of the forms y, [y, z],

[y, z]y, (y, y, z) or provided z = wy and

x = (y, y, w).
(Property

(P0) is the operational

form of E. Kleinfeld's

(P) [3].) We give in this note a proof that

Property

(I), (II) and (P0) imply

that R is an alternative
ring. This result subsumes those of Kleinfeld
[3] and of San Soucie [4] in this connection.
Our main interest is
not in the slightly greater generality of this result but rather in the
method of proof. The reader will find, we hope, that our proof is
straightforward
and relatively brief. We have made our presentation
self-contained
but we have relegated some simple computations,
most

of which are strictly

analogous

to those given by us in [5], to an

Appendix.
1. Identities.

(1)

We linearize (I) and (II) to obtain

(ab + ba)' = a'b' + Va',

for every a, b, cER-

We adopt

(ab-c + cba)'

= a'b'c' + c'Va',

the abbreviations
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a* = (ab)' - a'b',
of Herstein

ah = (ab)' - b'a'

[l ] and note that

ah + ba = ah + ba = 0,

ab+

xah = — (x, a, b),

for every x, a, 6£P.
(3)

a" = [a, b]',

xab = x[a, b] + (x, a, b)

With these abbreviations,

abab = 0,

for every a, 6£P.
(4)

669

ahab = -

we compute

([a, b], a, b)'

From (II) and (2) we find that

a'i> = — (ab)" = aha',

for every a, 6£P.

aab = — (ab)a = a'ab

By direct computation

(given in the Appendix)

we

obtain
(5)

(6)

aha'ab = 0,

(a, a,b)'

= aba — aba' = ota — a'ab = — a" — a'ab + aba'

with q= [a, b] for every a, &£P.

Using (6), (4), (3), and (5), we see

that
(7)

ab + ba = 0 for a, b £ R implies that ab(a, a, b)' = 0.

Again using the computations
tain

of the associative

case [5], we ob-

«V + r'ab = (rab)',

r'ab+abr'

for every a, b, r£P.

Replacing

= ([a, b]r - (r, a, b))'

r in (8) by (r, a, b) = —rab we see, by

(3), that
(9)

ab(r, a, b)' + (r, a, b)'ab = 0

for every a, b, rER-

Manipulations

(10)

of (8), as in [5], then yield

ahr'ab + abr'ab + ([a, b]r, a, b)' = 0

for every a, b, rER- (It was the associative analogue of (10) which
was decisive in [5].) Setting r = a in (10) gives, by (5) and (3),

(11)

aba'ab + ([a, b]a, a, b)' = 0,

a"([a, b]a, a, b)' = 0

for every a, 6£P.
2. Proof of the theorems of Kleinfeld and of San Soucie. We now
assume (P0) as well as (I) and (II), and we shall prove that R is an
alternative ring. For c, 6£P, we adopt the notation of Kleinfeld:
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p=(a, a, b), q= [a, b]. Then (P0), (3), and (11) give ahah=(q, a, b)
= aba'ah=(qa, a, b)=0. Using (6), we have qp = qp'= —qaq = (q, a, q)
= qaha; and, by a linearization
of (3), qp2 = qaba(aba —a&a') = —qabaaba'
= qahaba.a' = 0. Next,using
(3), (aq,a,b) = —aq'ab= —a(ab)2= —(p,a,b)

= pq. Linearizing

(q, a, 6)=0

gives ([a, q], a, b) + (q, a, o)=0,

i.e.,

pq+qp = 0. By (7) and (P„), (p, p, q) = (q, q, p)=0. Then p2q = p(pq)
= ~P(op)= ~(Pq)p=(qp)p = 0. Since, by (4), (a, £, pq) = (q, p, q)p
= 0, we see that (qp)(pq) =-(pq)* = 0, and (P0) yields £g = 0 = (p, a, b)
= a(a6)2. Linearizing,
we get aa6ao6+aaa6a6 = 0, and (4) gives aaha'ah
= 0. Hence
p2= —aabp' = —aababa= —(p, a, ba), p3= —aa6aio(a6a
-a6a')=aa6a6''ai>a'
= -a(a!,)2a4aa'=0.
By (P0), p2 = 0; and p = 0 by

(Po). This completes

the proof.

Appendix
Proof of (2). The first two equations restate
(1), while [a, b]' = (ab-ba)' = a'b'+b'a'-2(ba)'
xab = x(ab) —(xa)b= —(x, a, b) =x[a, b]—xah.
Proof of (3). We compute

abah = (ab)'(ab)' + a'(b')2a' - a'b'(ab)'

the first equation of
= -ba-ba = ab+ab,

- (ab)'b'a'

= ((ab)(ab) + (ab2)a - (ab)(ab) - (ab2)a)' = 0,

while
abab = (ab)'(ab)' + V(a')2V - b'a'(ab)' - (ab)'a'V
= ((ab)(ab) + (ba2)b - (ba)(ab) - (aba)b)'

= - ((ab - ba), a, b)'.

Proof of (5). We have
flVflj = (ab)'a'(ab)'

- (ab)'a'b'a'

- a'b'a'(ab)'

+ a'b'a'V'a.

Using (II) and (1),
aba'ab = {(ab-a)(ab)

— (ab)(ab-a) — (ab-a)(ab) + (a(bab))a\

= (ab'a'b'a' - ab'a'b'a')'

Proof

= 0.

of (6). Using (II) and (2), we find that

(a, a, b)' — aba = — (a, b, a)' — (a-ba)' + (ba)'a'

= - (aba)'

+ (ba)'a' = - a'b'a' + (ba)'a' = - aba'.

The second part of (6) follows in like manner,
a consequence of (4).

Proof

of (8). We have
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- a'b'r' - r'b'a'

= (abr + r-ab — abr — rba)'
= (r[a, b] - (r, b, a))' = (r[a, b] + (r, a, b))',

while
r'ab + abr' = r'(ab)'

+ (ab)'r'

- r'a'b'

= (rab + abr

— rab

= ([a,b]r-(r,

a, b))'.

- b'a'r'

— ba-r)'

Proof of (10). Multiply the second equation of (8) by ab on the
left and add the resulting equation to the right multiple of the second
equation of (8) by ab to obtain, by (9), abr'ah+abr'ab = ab([a, b]r)'
+ ([a, b]r)'ab. Now let r= [a, b]r in the first equation of (8) and use

(1) and (2) to obtain (10).
Simplifications
when 2a = 0 for aER implies a = 0. First, (5) is
easier to prove because aahab+abaab = 2aba'ab = 0 by (3) and (4). The
proof of pq = 0 is also easier since (pq —qp, P, q) — (pq+qp, P, q)=0
gives (qp, p,q)=0=(pq)2.
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